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A LUECKING-TYPE SUBSPACE OF 5f¿ AND ITS DUAL

PRATIBHA GHATAGE AND SHUNHUA SUN

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. The purpose of this investigation is to determine the extent to which

Luecking's decomposition of Bergman spaces .¿^ , (1 < p < oo) [4] can be

extended to ^Ca . The set of functions for which an atomic decomposition

(using the reproducing kernel of the Bergman space) is possible turns out to be

only a small part of -2^ . In this note we equip each of such functions with

a new norm and study the resulting Banach space. We describe its dual and

predual.

1. Notation

The Bergman space -2^(1 < P < oo) consists of analytic functions for the

open unit disk D whose p th powers are integrable with respect to dA, the

normalized area measure of D. Of particular interest to us is the space ¿2fa =

{/, f:bd—*C, f0\f(z)\dA(z) < 00} and its reproducing kernel ka(z) =

1/(1 - az)  , where a G D . For more details see [2, p. 2].

if /(*) = £r=iaA„(z)> where iK) £ D and EKPJIi < °°.then

clearly fe£¿ and ||/¡, < £~, laJAjJI,. If we write

00

U/H. = inf£ \an\x\\kK ||,,
«=i

where the infimum is taken over the set of all such decompositions of /, then

11/11» ^ 11/111> II^tJI» = llalli í"or aU A. and hence Y= the completion of
the set of such functions in the || • \\t norm is a subspace of Jz? . We call

X = {/,/: D - C analytic, and sup|a|<1 \f(a)\\\kjx~[ < 00}.  Note that X

is complete in the norm ||/||„ = EaGDl-Aa)l llalli ' and xo = if e x>

lim., , |/(a)| ||^a||7 =0} is a closed subspace of X. (In both cases, the

proof is perfectly standard, and hence it is omitted.)   The Bloch space AS
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consists of analytic functions {g, g: D —> C, supzeD(l - |z| )\g'(z)\ < oo},

and the little Bloch space 3SQ consists of those functions in 33 for which

lim,, j(l - |z|2)|g'(z)| = 0[1]. We conclude this section with the remark that

as a simple consequence of the well-known fact that (=2? )* = 38 , it follows that

whenever g e 3? we have g(a) = (g, ka) and hence \g(a)\ \\kj~[ < g\\^ .

In other words, 33 ç X and \\g\\„ < \\g\\^ whenever g &3S. It is also true

that 3$0 ç X0 , but the proof requires a little more detail and we defer it to the

next section.

2.

In this section we start out by giving an intrinsic description of Y. The

description turns out not to be particularly surprising, but it enables us to show

that Y is the dual of XQ and predual of X . This in turn allows us to conclude

that XQ is indeed the closure of 3$Q (and hence of polynomials) in the || ||%<,

norm on analytic functions on the disk.

Proposition 1.   Y = {/(z) = fnkn(z)dp(a), where p is a Borel measure on

D with \\p\\{dU) = 0 and ¡JkJx d\p\(a) < 00} with ||/||. = inyinfjfcjl,
x d\p\(a)}, where the infimum is taken over all such decompositions of f.

The only nontrivial implication that any function f(z) of the form specified

in the proposition can be approximated in the | ||„ norm by discrete sums

follows from standard measure-theoretic arguments. We sketch the proof for

completeness.

The topological argument in our proof is based on the Whitney covering

lemma [7, I, Theorem 3, p. 16, VI, Theorem 1, p. 167].

Lemma 0. Let F be a nonempty closed set in K". Then its complement Q is

the union of a sequence of rectangles Qk whose sides are parellel to the axes,

whose interiors are mutually disjoint, and whose diameters are approximately

proportional to their distances from F .

Corollary 1. Given e > 0 there exists a family of disks {Dk}k*Lx, Dk = Dk(Xk ,rk),

and a disk centred at Xk and having radius rk , satisfying the following condi-

tions:

(1) Dk ç D, |D\Un=i Dk\ — 0, where \ \ denotes area measure.

(2) DknD/ = <p ifk ¿ A
(3) diamZ\ = 2rk < min{e dist(Z\ , dD)} .

Proof. We apply the covering lemma recursively, starting with F = M2\D. Sub-

dividing the rectangles further if necessary, we may choose a family of rectan-

gles {Rx, R2, ...} with disjoint interiors, so that they fill up D and diam Rk <

min{e , dist^ , <9D)}. We now subdivide each rectangle Rk by means of disks

in the following simple way; we have a family of disks {DkJ-}Dk \ ç At,

I U¿ ®\ A > 3IFJ , as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

By successive applications of the lemma to K2\|J"=1 Ua: / ^'/ we obtain a

countable family of open disks {D^yl, A , j > 1} such that |D\ lj"=1 U* / £>[*]/1

< (\)"n . Simply renumerating them, we have a countable family of disks {Dk}

which satisfy the three conditions stated above.

Lemma 1. // / belongs to the disk algebra A'B), then for any e > 0 there

exists sequences {an}°° ç C and {Xn} ç D such that YlT=\ Klll^ Hi < °° and

\\f-Y.n>\ankk\\. <€

Proof. Elementary but central to our proof is the computation of ||fcQ||, where

ka is the reproducing kernel for the Bergman space. Note that

\\kjx = (l/l-äz, l/l-a-z)

where (•, •) denotes the usual inner product in Jz? (D). So

HUi =

and

(1)

Consequently,

a z

M>0

I      I2"

llalli E^Tf
«>o

sr}

I    |2«E.    |2«,|   «,|2       V—v    a
\a\ \\z   = y     i »

n>0 «>0

|a|  2ln(l -|a|2)   ' M#o,

M= í\\kJxdA(a) = J2J-
Jo „>0 («

1

+ 1)(2«+1)
< oo.

Now let / G A(B).   For given e > 0 there exists ô > 0 such that  z, ,

and  \z. - z2\  < ô  implies   |/(z.) - f(z2)\  < e/M.    For this ez2 G

we choose a family of disks Dk centred at Xk and having radius rk sat-

isfying the three conditions stated in Corollary 1. Note that / G _2^2(D),

and hence f(z) = j0f(a)ka(z)dA(a) = £~, ¡Dkka(z)f(a)dA(a) (by con-

dition (1) of the previous corollary)= YaT=\ Id Mz)(/(a) _ f(¿k))dA(a) +

J2T=i f^k) Id Mz) dA(a). The second term clearly
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If we write ak = f(kk)r2k , then

OO oo       *

f(z)-J2akkxk(z) = z2       (f(a)-f(Xk))ka(z)dA(a).

First we show that J2T=\ laftlll^A Hi < °°-   Observe that by condition (3) of

Corollary 1 we may choose constants  C,   and  C2   (C,, C2 > 0,   C,  <  1 ,

C2 > 1 ) such that

i2
C, < - -^AJAA < rl-l^i

for zeDk, whenever k > 1. It follows that | ln(l - |AJ2)| < |ln( 1 — |z|2)| + C

for z G Z). , A: > 1 . Hence

£ l«ÄJ, = £ IM)!**!"1! ln(i - |A,
k=\ k=\

<

< ll/IL

£     r2|AJ-2|ln(l-|AJ2)|+      J]     rf|Afcf2|ln(l-|AJ2)|
Jfc>l,|AJ<i fc>l,py>l

| 2 OO OO n. <

sup   |ln^^|^r2 + 4^/   (| ln(l - |z|2)| + C)dA(z\
[0«<l/2 X k=x k=xJDk

< OO.

It remains to show that
oo       „

*<*) = £/   (/(a)-M))fcQ(z)^(a)Gy     and     ||s||. < e.

Note g(z) = lBka(z)dp(a) where <//j(a) = £*>,(/(a) - f{lk))xDk(a) dA(a).

Hence /D llalli d\p\(a) < j¡¡ /„ ||fcj|, <L4(a) = e . We remark that, as a trivial

consequence of this argument, we have A(B) ç Y .

The next lemma shows that A(B) is in fact dense in Y .

Lemma 3. Suppose f(z) = j0kn(z)dp(a) G Y and, for ô > 0, let f6(z) =

IU]<i-sIklp)dp(a). Then fs G A(B) and ||/-/,||,-»0 OSÔ-+0.

Proof. f(z)-fs(z) = fx_s<A<xkn(z)dp(a). Clearly /, G Y and ||/-/J.

< Jl-j<|,|<illUirfM(tt)- As l^liz' 1 -¿ < z < 1} - 0 and llícjl, G

^f\d\p\) by choice of //, we have ||/- fs\\t —► 0 as ô —» 0. In order to

show that fs G /4(D), simply note that kn(z) = J2„>o(n + l)ä"z" and

N       „ oo      »

i/á(z) - E< / (" + ̂  ^(q))z"i ̂  E /     (»•+ ̂h" ^KQ)£,
n=0 ^ A'+1'/I"l-

oo

<C   £  («+I)(l-c5)"
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which is the tail-end of a series converging to l/ô( 1 —ô) and C = JM<x_â d\p\(a).

Thus fô is a uniform limit of polynomials and hence belongs to ~A{ß).

Proposition 2. The dual of XQ can be identified with Y. More precisely, every

bounded linear functional on X0 is the form h i-> (h , f) - fBh(z)f(z)dA(z)

for a unique f G Y, and the norm of the linear functional on X0 induced by f

is equivalent to \\f\\t.

Proof. Suppose f(z) = fBka(z)dp(a) G Y and h € X. Note that if h G X

and a G D is fixed, \h(z)ka(z)\ < C\h(z) < C\\kz\\x and, as shown at the

beginning of the proof of Lemma 1 \\kr\\x G 21 (d\p\). Hence by the standard

argument h (a) = (h , kj = ¡Bh(z)ka(z)dA(z). Now

<«,/)= / [ h(z)ka(z)dA(z)dp(a)
7D JO

= / h(a)dp(a),
Jo

and we have \(h, f)\ < ¡0\\h\\t¡t\\ka\\xd\p\(a) for all p which represent /.

Hence \(h, f)\ < \\h\\tt\\f\\t. Conversely, suppose that L is a bounded lin-

ear functional on X0. Define S: XQ -> C(D) by S h (a) = h(a)\\kj\7l if

a G D and S h (a) = 0 if q G dB, and let Lx(g) = LoS~l(g) whenever

g G S(XQ). Note that by definition of XQ and || • ||t<_, S is an isometry

and hence ||L,|| = ||L||. By the standard applications of Hahn-Banach and

Riesz representation theorems, we have a measure p on D (cutting it down

to D if necessary) such that L(h) = f0\\kjx~ih(a)dp(a) and \p\(B) < \\L\\.

If we define f(z) = f0kn(z)\\ka\\;1 dp(a{, then / G Y, ||/||, < ||L||, and

L'h) = f0h(z)f(z) dA(z). Uniqueness follows from the fact that / is analytic

and XQ contains polynomials.

Corollary 2. XQ is the closure of the little Bloch space 33Q (in fact, of polynomi-

als) in the || • II** norm.

Proof. If L is in Xq and L(z") — 0 for n > 0, then the unique function

/ g Y which represents L is clearly identically zero. This shows that XQ is

the closure of polynomials, and hence of 3$0 .

Remark 1. 3S0 is clearly a proper subset of X0 . The easiest way to see this is

to note that \\ka\\7 -+ 0 as |a| —> 1, and hence //°°(D) ç X0 . However there

exists an infinite Blaschke product which does not belong to 3$0 [6]. A natural

question is whether the Bloch space 3§ is dense in X . That remains open.

Corollary 3. The unit ball ofY = (Y)x= Y~'"'  where

r={EcAl,/K,llMEKI^1}

Proof. Recall that S: X0 -> C0(D) is an isometry from XQ into the set of

continuous functions on D which vanish on <9Dt and hence S* : C0(D)* —►

Xq = Y  is a partial isometry onto  Y.   It is well known that  ((C0(D)*),   is
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wk closure of {¿^,iciSa , XI lc,l < U • To complete the proof of the corollary

we note that (S*ô , h) ='(ô , Sh) = {k /\\k \\x,h) for all heX0, and hence

^*.-*„/HUi-
Proposition 3. The dual of Y can be identified with X. More precisely, every

bounded linear functional on Y is of the form f i-> (/, h) — J0f(z)h(z)dA(z)

for a unique h G X, and the norm of the linear functional induced by h is

equivalent to \\h\\tt.

Proof. It is clear from the first part of the proof of Proposition 2 that any

function h € X induces a bounded linear functional L on  Y and  ||L|| <

Conversely, suppose that L is a bounded linear functional on Y, and define

h(a) = L(ka) forceD. Note that ||fcQ||, = ||fca||, ; hence supa6D{||fcQ||¡-'|rt(a)|}

< ||L||. Next we prove that h is analytic. As a first step in this proof we

claim that h isE continuous. Fix a G D and choose a positive r < (I -

\a\/l). If D(a, r) is the Euclidean disk of radius r centred at a, then

L(jD{a r) kx(z) dA(X)) = r2h(a). To see this, let p — X - 5 and write

1 1 1
Uz)

(l-Xz)2 (1 - pz - az)        (I - az)
+ ß.p + ß2p   +

L(r2ka(z)) = r2h(a)hence, L(¡D{ar)kÁ(z)dA(X)) = L(jD{nr)kx(z)dA(X))

Now if ß G D, choose r such that 0 < r < (1 - |a)|/2, (1 - \ß\)/l, and write

Dx = D(a ,r),D2 = D(ß , r). Then

r2(h(a) -h(ß)) = L I í  kx(z)dA(X)- Í kx(z)dA(X)\

[       kx(z)dA(X)-(       kx(z)dA(X))= L

rl\h(a) - h(ß)\

kk(z)dA(X)
jJd,-d.

kx(z)dA(X)

'I*~"2l

where C = I2Íllalli, A G D, U D2) and DXAD2 is the usual symmetric differ-
ence. Clearly h(ß) —» h(a) as ß —* a, and h is continuous. Now if T is a

closed path lying inside D, then frkxdX = 0 and supdl/cjl, = H^H,, X€F}

< cc. Hence JrL(kx)dX = fh(X)dX = 0, and by Morera's theorem h is
analytic. Thus h G X .

It remains to show that h induces L. It was shown in Proposition 2 that

h(a) = ¡Dh(z)ka(z)dA(z) = (h,kj = (ka,h), so by definition of h(a)

we have L(ka) = (kah).  If /(z) = ¿Z7=\ankx > £«>i \aJ\\kx Hi < °°> then
n — n

F(/) = Y^=x an(kx , h) by continuity of L. As we know that h e X implies
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that g i-» (g, h) is continuous on Y, (f, h) = 2~ln>\ an(kx , h), and hence

L(f) = (f, h). By Proposition 1 discrete sums like / are dense in Y and the

proof is complete.

Remark 2. One trivial consequence of this is to show that Y £ 5Aa (dA). If this

were the case, then we would have X = 33 , making the two norms equivalent.

This in turn would imply that 33Q = X0, which was shown to be false. (See

Remark 1). Another standard consequence of this duality is that XQ is wk-*

dense in X. It now follows from Corollary 3 that 33Q and hence 33 are wk~

dense in X. As remarked earlier, we have not been able to determine whether

33 is norm-dense in X. Also, is X0 ç 33 ?

As a consequence of this proposition, we now have a stronger version of

Corollary 3.

Corollary 4. The unit ball of Y — (Y). =F where

r=  E^VIIMnEW^1

and hence

/=!

E «/VEkhim^00

i.e., the discrete sums are complete with respect to the norm || • ||t.

Proof. Suppose / G (Y)x . Without loss of generality, we may write f(z) =

¡Dka(z)dpj(a) where fD \\kj\x d\pf\(a) < 1 . We claim that whenever L g Y*,

\L(f) < supn|L(/cQ/||fcQ||,)|. By Proposition 3, and L e Y* is induced by

a function h G X; L(JDg(z)h(z)dA(z) and ||L|| ~ ll^ll», • In particular,

¿(/) = JD!Dkn(z)h(z)dA(z)dpf(a) = JDL(ka)dpf(a), and hence |L(/)| <

supQ \L(ka/\\kJx)\ since ¡D \\kjx d\pf\(a) < 1 . This proves the claim. Now if

there exists / G (Y)x which does not belong to T then by the Hahn-Banach

theorem we may choose L g Y* such that Re L(f) > sup{Re L(g), g g T}.
if)

Note that g G T implies e g G T for all real 6 ; hence sup{Re L(g), g G F}

= sup{|L(£)|, g G T}. Thus |L(/)| > sup|L(/<Q)/||/:a||1|, which is clearly a

contradiction. Now if / = (Y), write f = fx+ gx, \\fx\\m < {, gx G Y, and

note that lfx G (Y)x . By induction, we obtain a sequence of g¡ s in T such

that /=£~2-'+V

Remark 3. It is also natural to ask how the space Y relates to J? (dv) where

v is the weighted area measure given by dv(z) = ||fcr||, dA(z). It is easy

to see that any function h G SA^dv) induces a bounded linear functional

/ »-> (/, h) on / G X0 . This coupled with the duality in Proposition 2 clearly

implies that h G Y. Thus ^fj(dv) ç Y g ¿2?J(dA). In particular v is not

a Carleson measure in D [2, p. 26]. Thus, i? (du) = Y is equivalent to the

seemingly weaker condition supAeD H^H^i.^/H^Hj <oo. Note that v being
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a circular measure, it is easy to show \\kx\\^(du) = £„>o(Efc>i t^cW^")'

whereas ||fcj, = £„>0(n + \)~\k\2n . As £¡>,[M* + «)]"' ~ (log«)/«, an

elementary computation shows that sup^p ll^ll^i^j/ll^lli = °°-

More generally, does there exist a positive measure A on D s.t. H^ll^'^ <

M||fcz||, for all z G D but A is not a Carleson measure?

In conclusion, we remark that it is possible to define a proper subspace of

J? , suitably renormed so that functions in X (respectively XQ ) induce con-

tinuous (completely continuous) Hankel operators on it. We intend to pursure

this and related questions in a forthcoming paper.

Added in proof. The answer to our question at the end of Remark 3 is negative

if A is a circular measure [8, p. 257]. We thank the referee for bringing [8] to

our notice.
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